, E s is any set of principal elements with the property that the elements E t V MB are independent in B/MB, then E u •••,#, can be extended to a minimal base for B. We will have occasion to use these observations in what follows.
In this section we show that if (^ M) is a local Noether lattice in which M is join-principal and not a prime of 0, then Sf is distributive.
We begin with a lemma. LEMMA 
Let {££>, M) be a local Noether lattice in which M is join-principal and not a prime of 0. Let E l9
, E k he a minimal base for M and, for each i = 1, , k, set C ζ = E γ V β V Ei V V E k . Then each of the elements Ci(ί = 1, , k) is prime.
Proof. Since M is principal in ^fjCi (i = 1, •••,&), each of the elements C* is either prime or ikf-primary [7] . Assume that C r is ikf-primary. And let n be the least positive integer such that E^1 ^ C r . 
. But then M n ^ C t , which contradicts Lemma 1.1. It now follows that, for each s (1 ^ s ^ fc), C s A E s = (C s : E S )E S = C S £7 S = 0, since C s is prime and E s ^ C s . Hence by modu-
We are now in a position to establish the main result of the section. THEOREM 1.3. Let (£?, M) 
with the convention that E? means 0. Thus it suffices to show that the only principal elements in ^f are 0, / and the powers E" of the elements E 19 * 9 E k . If k = 1, the result is immediate, so assume k ^ 2. Let E be any principal element of £^ different from 0 and /. We assume that the elements E 19 * °,E k are arranged so that
, &), it follows by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 that the primes of J*f/C are just M and CΊ, , C r . Hence, by the choice of E 9 the element E V C is Af-primary in Jzf/C, and therefore also in Jέf.
Let w be a positive integer such that M n+1 ^ E'V C and M n ^ EV C, then, by modularity,
In the first case, however,
which contradicts the choice of n.
%+1 V C, so by the join-irreducibility of principal elements in a local Noether lattice, it follows that E V C = E?
, φ(k). On the other hand, E { ^ C for i > r and £7 ^ C, so #>(i) = 0 for ΐ > r. Now, if i =£ i and 1 ^ j ^ r, then ^VC^ C,. It follows that r ^ 1, and hence that E ^ C 2 Λ Λ C ko Then by the proof of Lemma 1.2, C 2 Λ Λ C k = E t and M^Γ = E? +1 , for all w. Hence, there exists a positive integer u such that ^ ^ ^ and ^ ^ ME? = JS 
In this section we continue our investigation of a local Noether lattice (^f, M) with join-principal maximal element. However, we drop the hypothesis that M is not a prime of 0 and consider, instead, the general distributive case. Our main result is that a distributive local Noether lattice (£f, M), in which M is join-principal, is the local direct sum of local Noether lattices with principal maximal elements. We begin with an extension of Lemma 1.2.
LEMMA 2.1. Let (£f, M) be a distributive local Noether lattice in which M is join-principal. Let E u , E k be a minimal base for M. Then E, A E 5 = 0 for all i Φ j.
Proof. For each
i = 1, ..., k, set d = E ι V V E i V V E k . Then M = M 2 : M = {MC, V El) :M= C,
V (E\: M) and

Ei V (El: M) = (ME, V Eΐ):M= ME,: M -E, V (0 : M) , so because (El: M) = (El: M) A (E, V 0 : M) = 0 : M V ((El: M) A E t )
by modularity, we have that
Since principal elements are join-irreducible in a local Noether lattice, since £f is distributive, and since E, ^ d, it follows that either E, g 0 : M or E, ^ (El: ME % )E { , i = 1, ..., k.
Assume that E r ^ (E 2 r : ME r )E r . Then El: ME r = I, so ME r = E 2 r . Hence M = ME r : E r = E 2 r :E r = E r V(0: E r ). It follows that E i Ê r V (0: E r ) for all i, and that ^ ^ 0: £7 r for i Φ r since .5^ is distributive and Ei is join-irreducible. Therefore CiE { -0 (i = 1, , fc). Proof. By Corollary 2.2, S?f is the local direct sum of local Noether lattices (^ M0, , (^, M k ), where, for each i, Mi is principal in ^f { . If M { is nilpotent in ^, let τii be the least positive integer such that M>* = 0; otherwise, let % = °o. Let RL k be the regular local Noether lattice introduced in [1] , and let X u •••, X k be the minimal base for the maximal element of RL k . Let A be the join of the elements X { Xj and X^ (where XΓ = 0). Then ^f is clearly isomorphic to RLJA.
Since RL k is Noether-lattice-embeddable in the lattice of ideals of a regular local ring, [l] , it follows that RLJA and Sf are embeddable in the lattice of ideals of a homomorphic image of a regular local ring.
3. In this section we interpret some of the implications of the results of § § 1 and 2 outside of the local case.
We begin with a new characterization of the representable distributive Noether lattices. : {If} = {M}F: {M} = ί 7 V (0 : {M}) = F, a contradictiono Hence {M} is principal in i^, f . It now follows by [7] that £<? is distributive and representable.
Recall that a Noether lattice £f satisfies the weak union condition if, given elements A, B and C such that A ^ B and A ^ C, it follows that there exists a principal element E ^ A such that E ^ B and E ^ C. This concept was used in [7] to characterize the distributive Noether lattices which are representable. It is easy to see that if Sf is a Noether lattice which satisfies the weak union condition, then every localization Sf M has the (weaker) property that, given primes Pi, , P k and an element A such that A ^ P ζ (i = 1, •••,&), there exists a principal element E ^ A such that E ^ P { (i = I, , fc). We say that a Noether lattice with this latter property satisfies the union condition on primes. 
